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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois ) 
       ) ICC Docket No. 13-0192 
Proposed General Increase in Natural Gas Rates. ) 
 
 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF JAMES L. CRIST 

I. 1 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address, and tell us on whose behalf you 3 

are testifying. 4 

A. I am James L. Crist, President of Lumen Group, Inc., a consulting firm focused on 5 

regulatory and market issues, located at 4226 Yarmouth Drive, Suite 101, Allison 6 

Park, Pennsylvania 15101.  I am presenting testimony on behalf of Interstate Gas 7 

Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”) and Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”), 8 

alternative retail gas suppliers (“ARGSs”), collectively the Retail Gas Suppliers 9 

(“RGS”). 10 

 11 

Q. Please summarize your educational history and relevant business experience. 12 

A. I have over thirty years of experience in the energy markets.  Currently, I run a 13 

consulting practice that for the past 17 years has focused on developing regulated 14 

and deregulated energy company strategies, market strategies, and regulatory 15 

issues.  During 2004 and 2005, I undertook a consulting assignment as the Vice 16 

President of Consumer Markets for ACN Energy.  ACN is a natural gas and 17 

electricity marketer that is active in eight (8) states.  Prior to that, I worked at 18 
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three (3) major energy companies for a total of 19 years.  Most recently I was 19 

Vice President of Marketing for Equitable Resources, an energy exploration, 20 

production, transmission, distribution and marketing company.  In that function I 21 

was responsible for the development of the strategy for customer choice programs 22 

and oversaw the company’s participation in the first residential customer choice 23 

program in Rock Valley, Iowa, in 1996. 24 

 Prior to that, I was Vice President of Marketing for Citizens Utilities responsible 25 

for natural gas, electric, water and wastewater marketing activities a several 26 

service territories in the United States.  Under my direction, Citizens Utilities 27 

initiated commercial and industrial transportation and supply services at its 28 

natural gas operation in Arizona.  I directed significant natural gas supply 29 

contracting activities with large industrial and commercial customers in Citizens 30 

Utilities’ natural gas operation in Louisiana. 31 

 From 1988 through 1994, I was the Marketing Director at Peoples Natural Gas 32 

Company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where I was actively involved in many gas 33 

transportation programs as the company relaxed transportation requirements so 34 

that residential customers would have supply choices.  In summary, I have 35 

considerable experience, both in Illinois and nationally, involving customer 36 

choice programs. 37 

 38 

2 
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Q. On whose behalf are you testifying in this matter? 39 

A. I am testifying on behalf the Retail Gas Suppliers, comprised of IGS and 40 

Dominion.  Each is an ARGS, certificated by the Illinois Commerce Commission 41 

providing service to residential customers in Illinois. 42 

 43 

Q. Is IGS an active participant in the competitive energy markets in Illinois and 44 

other states? 45 

A. Yes.  IGS is a licensed Alternative Retail Gas Supplier and is an active participant 46 

in the Illinois competitive natural gas market, providing service to residential and 47 

commercial customers in northern Illinois.  IGS has been actively engaged in 48 

serving the Illinois natural gas market for almost 12 years.  Interstate Gas Supply, 49 

Inc., the parent company of IGS of Illinois, is a licensed Illinois Alternative Retail 50 

Electric Supplier (see ICC Docket No. 11-0178) is an active participant in the 51 

Illinois competitive electricity market.  IGS currently serves gas customers in the 52 

service territories of Nicor Gas (“Nicor”) as well as in the service territories of 53 

Peoples (“Peoples”) and North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore”).  In addition, 54 

IGS serves electric customers in the Commonwealth Edison Company 55 

(“ComEd”) service territory.  IGS also is an active participant in competitive 56 

natural gas markets in over 11 states and over 40 public utility service areas.  As 57 

such, IGS has a strong interest in the continued fair and consistent development of 58 

an efficient and robust competitive energy marketplace in Illinois.  59 

  60 

Q. Please describe Dominion.  61 
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A. Dominion commenced operations in 1997 is a subsidiary of Dominion Resources, 62 

Inc.  Dominion is a licensed ARGS in Illinois, having received its ARGS 63 

certification in 2002 and 2003 (Docket Nos. 02-0362 and 03-0257). At present, 64 

Dominion serves approximately 33,000 mostly residential Illinois gas customers 65 

on the Nicor and Peoples Gas systems. Additionally Dominion provides 66 

electricity to 1,600 Ameren customers under Ameren’s electric choice program. 67 

 68 

Q. What are Dominion’s operations in other states? 69 

A. Dominion also a licensed natural gas supplier in the states of  Pennsylvania, Ohio, 70 

Virginia, New Jersey, Maryland, New York, Connecticut and the District of 71 

Columbia.  In addition to the 33,000 Illinois gas customers it currently serves, 72 

Dominion sells natural gas to some 517,000 mostly residential and small 73 

commercial customers in the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey and 74 

Virginia. 75 

 76 

Q. Have you presented testimony before this Commission previously? 77 

A. Yes, I participated in the previous Ameren rate case (ICC Docket No. 11-0279-78 

0282 (cons.))   I presented testimony in Nicor rate cases and related cases (ICC 79 

Dockets 04-0779, 08-0363 and 09-0301), in the WPS/Peoples Energy merger case 80 

(ICC Docket No. 06-0540), and in Peoples Energy rate cases (ICC Dockets 07-81 

0241, 07-0242 (consol.) and 09-0166, 09-0167 (consol.)).  I also participated in 82 

several ComEd rate cases in the past (ICC Docket Nos. 10-0138, 10-0138 83 

(Rehearing), and 10-0467).   84 

4 
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Q. What was the natural of your participation in the previous Ameren case? 85 

A. Most pertinent to this case, I presented testimony on the creation of a natural gas 86 

choice, or Small Volume Transportation (“SVT”) program.  Throughout this 87 

testimony I will use “choice” and “SVT” interchangeably in reference to 88 

residential and small commercial customers.   In my Rebuttal Testimony (RGS 89 

Exh. 2.0) I recommended that the Commission order the parties to begin a six-90 

month workshop process no later than one month after the Final Order was issued, 91 

with a mandate to provide final recommendations to the Commission about 92 

market design at the end of the six months.  The result of the collaborative process 93 

was to be a tariff filing by Ameren.  94 

 95 

Q. What did the Commission Order direct the Company to do? 96 

A. The Commission directed Staff to convene a workshop process within sixty days 97 

of the Order, with the workshop open to all interested stakeholders.  The 98 

workshops had the goal of developing a consensus on the issue of offering a 99 

natural gas choice program.  The workshops were to conclude with Ameren filing 100 

a petition to offer a choice program, including recommended SVT tariffs based on 101 

discussions at the workshops.  If the workshop process were unable to develop 102 

any consensus as to suggested SVT tariffs, rather than Ameren filing a petition, 103 

Staff was directed to prepare a report to the Commission detailing the workshop 104 

process and the issues and discussions presented by the parties. 105 

 106 

Q. What concerns did the Commission express in its Order? 107 

5 
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A. The Commission stated, “While the Commission strongly embraces retail 108 

competition in the energy markets, the Commission believes it is appropriate to 109 

examine and address market barriers and other related issues as the program is 110 

being developed, rather than to address them when a program might already be in 111 

place.  The Commission recognizes that a poorly-executed SVT program could do 112 

harm to market entrants and market participants, and might slow the development 113 

of a robust natural gas market.” 114 

 115 

Q. Were the workshops held? 116 

A. Yes. There were eight workshops during March through September of 2012, 117 

either in-person meetings or conference calls.  They were well attended and the 118 

group had productive discussions regarding issues involved with offering a 119 

natural gas choice program.  Ms. Seckler included the draft SVT tariff developed 120 

during the workshop as Exhibit 13.1.  She also included a version that was 121 

modified by the Company after the workshop concluded as Exhibit 13.2. 122 

 123 

Q. Was consensus reached through the workshop process? 124 

A. I believe so, but that does depend on how “consensus” is defined.  The group 125 

developed operational rules that most found acceptable.  Even though there may 126 

be aspects that were not the preferred way to do something by an individual party, 127 

the plan that was developed would work, according to the Company.  That is the 128 

nature of such a complex undertaking that impacts many parties. 129 

6 
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Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?  130 

A. My testimony provides support for the program submitted by the Company. The 131 

Retail Gas Marketers believe it will be a good start to a Choice program.  We 132 

have substantial experience in Illinois gas markets and other states to give us 133 

confidence that any issues that develop can be worked through and fixed.  Finally 134 

there will be a competitive gas market for residential and small commercial or 135 

“mass market” gas customers in the Ameren service territory.   136 

 I will also review the tariff changes that the Company made to the tariffs 137 

developed in the workshops, and provide some improvements.  Tariffs can be 138 

complex and lengthy and we did not receive the draft tariffs until later in the 139 

workshop process, so it is reasonable that there may be some changes that would 140 

enable the SVT program to work better. 141 

 I will also recommend that the cost of implementing the program be recovered 142 

from all potential customers who may benefit from this improvement.  The 143 

Company has identified some information technology system upgrades that it 144 

must do and some of those upgrades will allow for many smaller customers to 145 

participate in transportation service, something that larger customers throughout 146 

Illinois have enjoyed for years.  .  The Company has forecast first spending 147 

$6.046 million to bring its “gas management and billing systems up to industry 148 

best practice standards”.  Of course when I define “industry best practice 149 

standards” that would include having a robust gas management and billing system 150 

that would incorporate Electronic Data Interface and enable the selection of 151 

transportation services by all customers, large and small.  Mr. Nelson also 152 

7 
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anticipates an additional $7.026 million to recover anticipated costs for the 153 

incremental SVT enhancements to the gas management and billing systems in 154 

order to implement choice. 155 

Q. How is your testimony organized? 156 

A. My testimony is divided into sections: 157 

The first section provides support for the SVT program developed by the 158 
Company and the workshop participants during the 2012 meetings.  This 159 
includes discussion of the support and direction that the Commission has 160 
indicted regarding choice. 161 

The second section reviews the proposed tariff and provides some changes 162 
that will improve the Company filing.   The tariff was developed during the 163 
workshops.  In Ms. Seckler’s testimony she included the workshop tariff and 164 
then a version that has some refinements the Company added after the 165 
conclusion of the workshop.  I reviewed the edits and they seem reasonable. 166 

The third section supports the Company’s desire to have gas management 167 
and billing system costs included in its future test year and obtain recovery 168 
from all customers that may potentially benefit from access to 169 
transportation services.      170 

    171 

 172 

Q. What are your conclusions? 173 

A. Ameren should continue on the path that started with its previous base rate case in 174 

2011 where the Commission directed that workshops be held.  The workshops 175 

provided an opportunity for stakeholders to provide input, and the tariffs filed 176 

with the Company’s testimony will enable a choice program to become a reality 177 

for the gas customers of Ameren.  They are the last group of customers of 178 

significant size that cannot yet exercise choice of gas suppliers.  All other gas 179 

customers in Illinois (of Peoples, North Shore, and Nicor Gas) and all the electric 180 

customers in Illinois (of ComEd, and Ameren Electric) have the opportunity to 181 

8 
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choose their suppliers.  The Commission should direct Ameren to begin its gas 182 

choice program. 183 

 184 

II. 185 

 THE WORKSHOP PROCESS DEVELOPED AN ACCEPTABLE GAS 186 

CHOICE PROGRAM  FOR CUSTOMERS.  187 

Q. What was the workshop process used to develop a choice program for 188 

Ameren? 189 

A. Following the conclusion of the 2011 Ameren base rate case, Ameren initiated 190 

workshops in compliance with the Commission’s order.  The order directed 191 

Ameren to commence workshops within 60 days.  The purpose of the workshops 192 

was to identify and debate any operational issues presented by an SVT, and 193 

address any needed consumer protections. The workshops were to be open to all 194 

interested stakeholders.  195 

Q. Where the workshops attended by interested stakeholders? 196 

A. Yes.  There was good participation, either in person or through the telephone 197 

conference line, of a variety of stakeholders, including many of the parties in this 198 

case. 199 

Q. Were operational issues identified and debated? 200 

A. Yes. Ameren had prepared a very thorough outline and the workshop participants 201 

worked through the issues.  Ms. Seckler’s Exhibit 13.1 includes the Program 202 

Outline as the first seven pages of the exhibit.  That outline, dated September 7, 203 

2012, represent the consensus product of the workshops. 204 

9 
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Q. Were consumer protections discussed as part of the workshop process? 205 

A. Yes.  Discussions on that topic also included Customer Education and 206 

participation by Ameren personnel that are involved with consumer issues in 207 

Ameren’s electric choice program, along with ICC staff professionals. 208 

Q. Was a consensus developed with regard to the suggested SVT tariffs? 209 

A. Yes. Exhibit 13.1 also included the draft SVT tariff that was developed and 210 

reviewed during the final workshop.   211 

Q. What view of competition was included in the Commission’s order? 212 

A. The order stated, “While the Commission strongly embraces retail competition in 213 

the energy markets, the Commission believes it is appropriate to examine and 214 

address market barriers and other related issues as the program is being 215 

developed, rather than to address them when a program might already be in place.  216 

The Commission recognizes that a poorly-executed SVT program could do harm 217 

to market entrants and market participants, and might slow the development of a 218 

robust natural gas market.”  The clear wording of this order shows that a purpose 219 

of the workshops was to identify and remove market barriers that may hinder an 220 

SVT program.   Mr. Nelson “desires clear direction form the Commission on 221 

whether an SVT program should be implemented in AIC’s service territory.”  The 222 

direction is clear.  The workshops were held.  Operational issues and consumer 223 

protections were examined and a consensus Program Outline was developed 224 

along with a draft SVT tariff.  It is now time to begin the program.  225 

 226 

10 
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III. 227 

THE SVT TARIFF DEVELOPED THROUGH THE WORKSHOPS WILL 228 

PROVIDE AN ACCEPTABLE GAS CHOICE PROGRAM  FOR CUSTOMERS.  229 

Q. Was a draft SVT tariff developed at the workshops? 230 

A. Yes although it was not presented by the Company until later in the workshop 231 

process.  The tariff is very detailed and there may be some improvements that 232 

could be made.  At the conclusion of the workshop we had agreement on the 233 

tariff, and believe that it would enable a choice program that would meet the 234 

needs of the Company, marketers, and customers.   235 

 236 

Q. Have you reviewed the changes made by the Company?   237 

A. Yes.  Ms. Seckler included Exhibit 13.2 with some changes.  While it seems those 238 

changes may allow for a workable SVT program, there may be additional changes 239 

that would be merited as this case proceeds.  The Company should provide an 240 

opportunity for further review and editing prior to final approval and issuance of 241 

the tariffs.  This would include Riders SVT, GSIC, and GTA.   242 

 243 

 244 

IV. 245 

INFORMATION SYSTEM COSTS SHOULD BE RECOVERED FROM ALL 246 

CUSTOMERS. 247 

Q. In this proceeding how is Ameren proposing that the costs for information 248 

system modifications undertaken be recovered? 249 

11 
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A. Ameren has proposed two sets of information system modifications.  It needs to 250 

upgrade its transportation information management systems to support the growth 251 

of gas transportation of customers the currently qualify for transportation, and had 252 

proposed additional upgrades specific to SVT.   Ameren is proposing that the 253 

costs are included in base rates applicable to all system customers.  This is an 254 

approach that I agree with since all system customers are eligible to participate in 255 

transportation or choice programs and have an opportunity to obtain supply 256 

service from an ARGS.   257 

Q. In this case, what is the amount that Ameren wishes to include as IT upgrade 258 

costs for transportation information management upgrades? 259 

A. Company witness Nelson identifies $6.046 Million for the transportation upgrades 260 

and $7.026 Million for upgrades specific to SVT, for a total of 13.072 Million. 261 

The costs are included in base rates.  As such, those costs would be recovered 262 

from all Ameren customers.  This method of recovering the IT improvements is 263 

one that I agree with.  Such improvements, which are necessary to achieve the 264 

direction of the Commission to develop a more competitive market, should be 265 

recovered from all Ameren customers.   266 

 267 

Q. What other example in Illinois of utilities being able to recover choice 268 

program costs can you cite? 269 

A. Nicor Gas currently recovers all of its costs from its choice program -- known as 270 

“Customer Select” -- from all ratepayers who have the option to participate in that 271 

program.  (See ICC Docket No. 08-0363, Final Order at 127-128.)  That approach 272 

12 
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rests upon the fair and equitable principle that the cost of a choice program should 273 

be spread among all customers that have the option to benefit from that program.  274 

The bottom line, however, is that no parties dispute the utility’s right to fully 275 

recover the reasonable and prudent costs incurred in support of facilitating 276 

competition.   277 

 278 

Q. Does the Commission have any role in securing and preserving utility 279 

support for choice? 280 

A. The Commission can play a significant role in supporting mass market customer 281 

choice, mostly by remaining consistent with its pro-competition policies.  First, 282 

the Commission can ensure that it approves tariffs that entitle a utility to full cost 283 

recovery, and that those costs are recovered from the proper customer classes.  284 

Second, the Commission can continue to issue reports and Orders with pro-285 

competition directives that provide utilities with achievable goals.  Clear 286 

statements such as the ones quoted earlier in this testimony provide utilities with 287 

the security to know that the Commission will support the utility’s choice to 288 

embrace residential competition. 289 

 290 

Q. How can combined gas and electric utilities such as Ameren leverage their 291 

electric choice program? 292 

A. A combined utility can more efficiently communicate with and educate customers 293 

when there is competition for both the gas and electric commodities.  One of the 294 

challenges of a choice program is customer education and familiarizing a 295 

13 
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customer with energy options.  With an electric and gas choice program, the 296 

customer education can be combined, and thus will be more efficient and cost-297 

effective.  Furthermore, customers who have a successful experience choosing in 298 

either gas or electric will be more likely to inform themselves as to the options in 299 

the other realm.  Additionally, a utility operating choice programs in both the 300 

natural gas and electric markets would have the opportunity to realize potential 301 

efficiencies relating to combined activities relating to customer billing, purchase 302 

of receivables, and similar aspects of its operations. 303 

 304 

 305 

V. 306 

THE INFORMATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT COSTS REQUESTED BY 307 

THE COMPANY IN ITS FUTURE TEST YEAR ARE NECESSARY. 308 

 309 

Q.  What are the costs related to information system improvements proposed by 310 

Ameren in this case? 311 

A. As noted above, Mr. Nelson identified two types of information system 312 

improvements.  First is the plan “to enhance its existing gas management and 313 

billing systems due to their limitation in supporting current and projected level of 314 

non-SVT gas transportation activity by customers. These enhancements should 315 

bring AIC’s gas management and billing systems up to industry best practice 316 

standards, and are projected to cost $6.046 million by the time they become 317 

operational in the Fall of 2013.”  The second set of costs are incremental 318 
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enhancements to the gas management and billing systems necessary to provide 319 

SVT service.  These enhancements are projected to cost $7.026 million.   320 

Q. What are “industry best practice standards”? 321 

A. Mr. Nelson does not define that term he uses but I am familiar in general with the 322 

concept of “best practices” and “best practice standards”.   In this case, it would 323 

be the action of improving the functionality of the gas management and billing 324 

systems up to the capabilities of other companies.  For instance, although at one 325 

point in the development process it may have been a “best practice” to have a 326 

number of manual processes in place for transferring and managing information 327 

between suppliers and the Company, given advancements in technology and 328 

systems, and given the sheer numbers of customers that can transition between 329 

suppliers and between suppliers and the Company, minimization or elimination of 330 

manual processes in information sharing processes is a best practice.  Mr. Nelson 331 

stated the reason to do this is in order to provide the customer support for non-332 

SVT gas transportation activity by customers.    333 

Q. What are current industry billing system best practices? 334 

A. Since Mr. Nelson did not specifically describe the “industry” he was referring to, 335 

an assumption has to be made.  If it was the utility industry, then best practices in 336 

Illinois would allow for provision of transportation services to all customers, 337 

including residential and small commercial, for all the other major Illinois gas and 338 

electric utilities have choice programs and can provide such billing services.   339 

Indeed, the best practice standards for the utility industry in this country (and 340 

several others) would include the capability of offering choice, along with billing 341 
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of multiple products and services to customers.  If Mr. Nelson were referring to 342 

the broader industry of energy commodity providers to all classes of customers, 343 

that would include retail energy marketers, and all retail energy marketers have 344 

capabilities to manage the billing amounts for their customers and that would 345 

include choice customers.  Building a billing system that will also allow SVT 346 

suppliers to provide additional products and services would allow additional 347 

choices for the customers in the Ameren service territory.  348 

Q. Does Ameren already have access to a billing system that is capable of 349 

performing the substantially same functions that it is proposing here for SVT  350 

customers? 351 

A. Yes.  Ameren is both a natural gas and electric utility in Illinois and already offers 352 

choice service to its 1.2 million electric customers. 353 

Q.   354 

 355 

 356 

VI. 357 

CONCLUSION 358 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions and recommendations made in your Direct 359 

Testimony. 360 

A. A properly designed choice program benefits all stakeholders.  Proper design 361 

ensures that customers receive lower costs and get access to products that best suit 362 

their individual preferences; utilities fully recover all of their costs and face 363 

reduced commodity-related risk; the Commission sees its pro-competitive policies 364 
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executed; and ARGS have greater access to broader markets.  When properly 365 

designed, the result is that every stakeholder wins, no stakeholder loses, and no 366 

stakeholder breaks even. 367 

 Ameren has the basic building blocks and relevant experience in place to develop 368 

a competitive marketplace for its mass market natural gas customers.  As long as 369 

Ameren includes or accounts for the four critical elements -- utility support, POR, 370 

proper allocation of supply costs, and a properly adjusted Price-to-Compare-- 371 

along with the suggested features, Ameren can build a robust and well-372 

functioning residential competitive market.  If Ameren proposes a competitive 373 

natural gas choice program within the parameters described, the Commission 374 

should approve it. 375 

 376 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 377 

A. Yes. 378 
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